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Lecture III
• Limits of the SM
• Beyond the SM: Supersymmetry (SUSY)
• Strings and p-brane as fundamental
components to unify SM and gravity?
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Beyond the SM: SUSY and ToE

A romantic dream for an unified description of the universe?

Standard
Model

+

General
Relativity

+

Not Yet !

= Universe ?

What the SM doesn’t explain
• Dark matter: galaxy rotate too fast! It exists some extra matter
not visible, 23% of total mass-energy. Which type of matter?
• Dark energy: accelerated expansion of the universe, there is
injection of energy. 73 % of total energy. What is its origin?
• We are in the 0.4% of the observable 4% mass-energy!
• SM doesn’t incorporate the neutrino oscillation (then neutrino
mass);

• Origin of mass;
•

matter-antimatter asymmetry;

Beyond the Standard Model
• Theories that lie beyond the Standard Model include various
extensions of the standard model through:
– Grand Unified Theories (SU(5) but not accommodating the gravity;
– supersymmetry (SUSY) , such as the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) and Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM)
accommodating the gravity;

•

Or entirely novel explanations, such as string theory, M-theory
and extra dimensions as these theories tend to reproduce the
entirety of current phenomena and gravity;

• Which theory is the right one towards a Theory of Everything?

Energy scale for GUT and ToE
SM energy range

Supersymmetry (SUSY)
String theory
M-theory
Supergavity

1019

1015

SUPERSYMMETRY (SUSY)
A connection between particles (spin 1/2) and fields (spin 1)
FERMIONS (quarks, electrons, neutrinos) interact through the
exchange of BOSONS (gluons, photon, W/Z bosons)
“SUPERSYMMETRY” predicts a complete symmetry between particles of
matter and carriers-of-force :
Spin ½
(fermions)

Spin 0, Spin 1
(bosons)

electron

selectron (S=0)

quark

squark (S=0)

photino

photon (S=1)

gluino

gluon (S=1)

gaugino (Wino, Zino)

W, Z (S=1)

SUSY at one glance

Quick reminder on the
fundamental interactions
EM force

Weak force

Strong force

Electric charge (1)

Weak charge (2)

Colour charge (3)

Massless photon

Massive W±,Z

8 massless gluons

Coupling g

Coupling gW

Coupling gs

Value unknown/ not
predicted

Why 3 forces? 3 generations?
What if there is 1 force,

which fractured at high energy
to give what we see today?
Forces “run” with energy …..
and don’t agree at high energy
New Physics (eg. SUSY) can
modify their evolution to join
up → unification?
Particles – why so many ingredients of matter?
Why are their masses so different?
May explain the cosmological matter-antimatter asymmetry
Lightest supersymmetric particle = dark matter ??

Supersymmetric BEH bosons
• No such SUSY partner has ever been seen. So
...if they exist, they must have a large mass (> 1
TeV)
• If the supersymmetry exist then 5 Higgs bosons
should exist (three neutral and two electrically
charged)
• In this case the BEH boson discovered at LHC,
could be one out of the three neutral;

String theory as ToE ?
Superstrings in 9+1 dimensions?
Little strings of string energy vibrating in a 9+1 dimensional space ?
L ~10-35 m (Planck length)
Standard model particles: different vibration modes, open/closed strings
GRAVITON-like particle contained (unification of SM and gravity?)
BUT: why did 6 dimensions disappear? how did they disappear?
is there a unique way to go from 10 to 4 dimensions?

Quantum Gravity
QG weakness: more than 3 macroscopic dimensions of space?

Is the graviton propagating in 4- or more dimensions of space?

Micro-black holes ?

M-theory as ToE ?
M-theory*): p-brane in 11 dimension for the
unification of SM+Gravity in a Theory of Everithing
(ToE)
A p-brane is a physical object that generalizes the notion
of a point particle to higher dimensions. For example, a
point particle can be viewed as a brane of dimension zero,
while a string can be viewed as a brane of dimension one.
This image of the en:Calabi–Yau manifold
appeared on the cover of the November 2007 issue
of en:Scientific American.
*) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M-theory

Branes are dynamical objects which can propagate
through spacetime according to the rules of quantum
mechanics. They have mass and can have other
attributes such as charge. A p-brane sweeps out a
(p+1)-dimensional volume in spacetime called its
worldvolume. Physicists often study fields analogous to
the electromagnetic field which live on the worldvolume
of a brane.

Beyond SM:
Scientific program at LHC 2015 -...

ATLAS and CMS on SUSY and extra dimensions
ATLAS and CMS will
learn about the origin of
mass, extra dimensions
of space, microscopic
black holes, and
evidence for dark
matter candidates in
the Universe..
Supersymmetry: Events
with substantial missing
energy along with highenergy electrons or
muons will be indications
for the production and
decay of super-partners
that could account for
the dark matter, 80 %
of the mass in the
universe.

ATLAS and CMS probing Extra
dimensions for gravity
ATLAS Experiment may see evidence that extra dimensions exist
via collision events in which a graviton particle disappears into
other dimensions. ATLAS would detect a large imbalance of
energy in the event.
CMS: This is why the detector must be as “hermetic” as possible.

10-10 Matter-animatter asymmetry
LHCb (http://lhcb-public.web.cern.ch/lhcbpublic/Welcome.html#EW2013) is dedicated to deeply investigate
matter/antimatter asymmetry via decay of Beauty-particles (beautyquark in) since weak interactions of matter differ subtly from those of
antimatter. This may explain why the matter survived right after the BigATLAS and CMS as well contribute on this topic
Bang.

ALICE probing the quark-gluon plasma
Two relativistic lead-ion collision in the laboratory frame

•

•

The long term goal of the ALICE experiment is to provide a
precise characterization of the high-density (1011 kg/cm3),
high-temperature (5 10 12 K )phase of strongly interacting
matter;
To achieve this goal, high-statistics precision measurement
are required. The general upgrade strategy for the ALICE
detector is conceived to deal with this challenge with
expected Pb-Pb interaction rates of up to 50 kHz during
future operation of LHC

Summary lecture III
• The SM doesn’t account for dark matter, dark energy,.......
And as input it requires several parameters,
• SUSY theory requires leptons-bosons correspondence; No
evidence of super-partners found in the LHC data
• String and M-theory for the unification of SM and
Gravity? A long way to go!

